In this paper we present a martingale related to the exit measures of super Brownian motion. By changing measure with this martingale in the canonical way we have a new process associated with the conditioned exit measure. This measure is shown to be identical to a measure generated by a non-homogeneous branching particle system with immigration of mass. An application is given to the problem of conditioning the exit measure to hit a number of speci ed points on the boundary of a domain. The results are similar in avor to the \immortal particle" picture of conditioned super Brownian motion but more general, as the change of measure is given by a martingale which need not arise from a single harmonic function.
Introduction
One may think about super Brownian motion heuristically as a measure-valued process induced by a branching particle system in which each particle di uses as a Brownian motion and critical branching is performed. With this image in mind, Dynkin's exit measure for super Brownian motion from a domain D is a measure on the boundary of D, supported on the set of points where the particles rst exit the domain. Le Gall proved in 19] that the exit measure will \hit" a xed point on the boundary of D, with positive probability, only in dimensions 1 and 2. In higher dimensions, a xed point on the boundary will be hit by an exiting particle with probability 0. One may ask, if we condition the process to hit that point, what do the paths of the particles that hit the point look like? A naive guess is to say they are Brownian particles which are conditioned to hit the point, and so should look like h-transforms of Brownian motion. In dimension 2, where no conditioning is necessary, this is essentially correct. Although the rst hit, as chronicled by the Brownian snake, is not an h-process, the typical path is. This has been exploited by Abraham 1] .
-page 1 - preprint: August 28, 1998 A rough heuristic shows that one's intuition should be true in dimension d 3 . Let z be a xed point on @D, and for each > 0 de ne = (z) = @D \ B(z; ) to be a ball on the boundary of D centered at z with radius . Consider the \probability" u (x) that the exit measure will charge the ball , under the excursion measure for the Brownian snake started from x. It is known (cf. Abraham and LeGall 2] ) that if D is regular enough, then u will solve the equation u = 4u 2 , with boundary condition that is in nite on and 0 on its complement. Fix some point x 0 2 D. Then the ratio of functions v (x) = u (x)=u (x 0 ) will solve the equation v = 4v 2 u (x 0 ). As ! 0, we will have that u ! 0, and thus v should converge to a harmonic function. The boundary conditions suggest that the limit function is the harmonic function associated with Brownian motion conditioned to exit D at z { that is the Martin kernel K x 0 ( ; z). When this heuristic is formally inserted into the known formula for the Laplace transform, one nds that the exit measure conditioned to hit the point z will look like an h-path transform of the exit measure. Let In this case the \harmonic" function is now H( ) = h ; K x 0 ( ; z)i. As is usual with h-path transforms, the change of measure is non-singular only for events prior to the exit time. Hence the appearance of X D k in the statement.
In addition, there is a concrete representation of this h-transformed process. It is given in terms of an \immortal particle", or \backbone", consisting of a Brownian particle conditioned to exit D at z. The conditioned super Brownian motion is obtained by allowing this particle to throw o mass in a uniform Poisson manner. This mass then evolves as with an (unconditioned) super Brownian motion.
Such h-transforms have been studied by Roelly-Coppoletta and Roualt 24], Evans and Perkins 16], and Overbeck 22] , while the immortal particle representation originates with Evans 14] . For example, in 16] and in 24], super Brownian motion conditioned on nonextinction is shown to be described in terms of an h-path transform, where the harmonic function is now H( ) = h ; 1i. That is, if X t denotes the super Brownian motion in R d at time t, then conditioning on non-extinction produces a Laplace functional of the form N x (exp( hX t ; i) = N x ((exp( hX t ; i)hX t ; 1i):
The immortal particle representation in this case was obtained in 14] . For h a harmonic function, 22] de nes the transform by H( ) = h ; hi. The immortal particle representation in that case was obtained in Overbeck 23] .
Our interest is in more general conditionings, in which one conditions, not just upon one, but upon several speci ed boundary points being hit. In particular, we will show that if one xes n distinct points on the boundary of a bounded smooth domain D, and one conditions the exit measure to hit all of them, then the conditioned exit measure can be described in terms of an explicit martingale change of measure, or h-transform, the transforms of the preceding paragraph being a special case. We will then give a backbone representation of this h-transform, where now the backbone is a tree with n leaves, each terminating at one of the n boundary points. Our main purpose is to explicitly describe the evolution of this tree.
-page 2 - preprint: August 28, 1998 We note that in Etheridge 13] , a di erent conditioning gives rise to a particle representation, where the backbone is also a tree. In Evans and O' Connell 15] , a supercritical superprocess is given a particle representation in terms of a tree backbone throwing o subcritically evolving mass. In Dembo and Zeitouni 9], a large deviation result with some similarities to our problem gives rise to yet another tree structure.
We also note that steps have been taken towards a version of the Martin boundary, in the context of conditionings involving a single target (see Dynkin and Kuznetsov 12] ). We conjecture that a more general Martin boundary theory would incorporate a modi cation of our basic conditionings, given in Section 6.
To give a more precise formulation of the results, we rst describe a general class of h-transforms, which will include the ones we require as a particular case. Section 3 of the paper gives an analysis of this general class of transforms. To describe this class, we introduce some more notation. Let g 0 be a solution to the non-linear equation 1 2 u = 2u 2 in D. Let 
Such a transform appears when one conditions the exit measure to hit n distinct points on the boundary of the domain, as in the following result.
Theorem (Theorem 5.6) . Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R d , d 4, and let fz i g n i=1 be n distinct points on the boundary of D. Set g = 0 and let v i = K x ( ; z i ) be the Martin kernel with base point, x and pole at z i . Then
Section 5 is largely devoted to proving this theorem. The arguments are based on an analysis of the asymptotics of small solutions to certain non-linear PDEs. Many of the basic estimates draw on the work of Abraham and LeGall 2] . In Section 6, we give a related -page 3 -preprint: August 28, 1998 conjecture concerning conditioning super Brownian motion to hit the boundary in precisely n points.
Having given an analytic formula for the conditioned exit measures, in terms of the martingale change of measure by M N k , we turn in Section 4 to generalizing the immortal particle picture and representing M x dynamically in terms of a backbone shedding mass. This representation works for the general class of processes described above, with the e ect of g being to prune o mass that would otherwise reach @D. To summarize, in Theorem 4.2 we construct a backbone, which consists of a branching process that eventually branches into n particles. In the example above these individual particles move as suitable transforms of Brownian motion. The particles in some sense keep track of a number of di erent exit points. Eventually there are n particles, each of which moves as a Brownian motion conditioned to exit D at a certain point. On top of this backbone, mass is immigrated in a Poisson manner and evolves as an unconditioned (but possibly pruned) super Brownian motion, to give us exit measures on f@D k g. In the case there is just one particle to hit, then the backbone is simply an h-transform of Brownian motion. The arguments are based on an extended Palm formula for super Brownian motion.
Conditioning the exit measure to hit a point z only produces a transform of the above type in dimensions high enough that the probability of such an event is actually zero. In dimension 2, any boundary point is hit with positive probability, and one must seek for other types of backbone representations for the conditioned exit measures. We give such a representation (among others) in an accompanying paper, 26].
For clarity, we will carry out the proof of the backbone representation in a simpli ed setting, avoiding the use of historical superprocesses. In fact, the arguments given would yield the stronger version of the representation, at the cost of a more baroque notation. In section 7 we will sketch the modi cations needed to derive the strengthened results.
Section 2 gathers together some basic facts which are used in the rest of the paper. 2. Preliminaries 2.1. Notation. For a set A, let jAj denote its cardinality, and let P(A) denote the collection of partitions of A. Choose some arbitrary linear order on the set of nite subsets of the integers. For A such a nite subset, and 2 P(A), let (j) be the jth element of in this order. Thus for example,
We will switch between these notations according to which seems clearer.
2.2. Set facts. We begin with some lemmas about sets. We will use the convention that a sum over an empty set is 0. We make use of the following facts about the Brownian snake, which are contained in Le Gall 20] .
A Note that in order to rewrite the set of partitions of N , we designate one of the elements of a given partition as M, so that the rest forms a partition of N n M. This isn't one-toone, which is taken into account in the counting. The last factor of 1=2 occurs because the summation in the last line counts everything twice. We use the extended Palm formula to show an exponential bound on the moments of the exit measure. Let a n+1 = c 1 (2c 2 1 ) n (2n)!=n!, a 1 = c 1 . Then one can easily verify, by induction, that the sequence a n satis es the combinatorial identity a n = 2c 1 n 1 X j=1 n j a n j a j :
Since c 1 = a 1 < 1, we get by induction that c n a n . Stirling's formula applied to a n shows that some M < 1 exists. In particular, g satis es the conclusion of Lemma 2.3. Readers may feel free to take g = 0.
In fact, the only application given in this paper requiring a non-zero g is that of Section 6. Another reason we opt to work with a general g is for consistency with 26], in which such g's play an essential role.
Recall that E 4g denotes the law of Brownian motion killed at rate 4g, and that L 4g is the generator of this process. That is 
Remark 3.3. Letting g = 0 be the trivial solution to (3.1) and v = 1 (or v = h with h harmonic) we recover the well-known fact that hX k ; 1i, (or hX k ; hi) is a martingale.
Proof. We rst establish the following lemma 
Next, suppose jAj = n and that the lemma holds for all smaller sets. Then
Denote the rst of the above terms by I, and the remainder by II. As in the case jAj = 1, I = N x (e k g hX k ; v A i). Further Finally, we prove the theorem. We have, by rearranging the following sum, that
(3.9) Line (3.7) follows from Lemma 3.4, whereas line (3.8) follows from rearranging the terms in the sums. Line (3.9) is from Lemma 3.5.
A branching particle description
We now show that changing measure via M N k is equivalent to taking a branching particle backbone process with immigration of mass along the paths of the particles. To formulate this, we de ne two measures, M x and N x . Recall that the former is de ned by dM x dN x
To de ne N x , we rst construct the branching process which will form the backbone of our new exit measures. Let D, D k , N, g and fv A g be as before. By (3.2) and the linearity of U 4g , we have that v A is an L 4g -potential for jAj 2 (provided it is nite). For jAj = 1 it is L 4g -harmonic. The branching-particle process we desire will start with a single v N -particle, that is, a particle moving as a v N -transform of the process with generator L 4g . If jNj = 1, then because v N is L 4g -harmonic, the particle dies on the boundary of D. If jNj 2 then v N is an L 4g -potential and the particle dies in the interior of D. At its death, it splits into two independent particles, a v A -particle and a v NnA particle, with position-dependent probability given by p(A; N)(y) = (v A v NnA )(y) P ;6 =B6 =N (v B v NnB )(y) : (4.1)
The v A particle tracks the functions fv i g i2A while the v NnA particle tracks the remaining functions. This pattern then repeats for each new particle. For example, the v A particle dies on the boundary of D if A is a singleton, and otherwise it dies in the interior of D, giving birth to two new, independent particles as before. Since the lifetime of each particle is nite almost surely, eventually all of the particles will have died out. In total there will be 2n 1 -page 12 -particles of which n die on the boundary of D. The remaining n 1 will die in the interior of D. Let n t denote the number of particles alive at time t. Label them with 1 i n t , and for each one set x i (s); 0 s t to be the history (including the ancestors' history) of the individual particle up until time t. De ne measure-valued branching processes as follows
The process k t puts a mass at each particle alive at time t which hasn't already exited D k . Without comment, these processes will be referred to in terms of the underlying particles although strictly speaking they are measures. Let Q x denote the law of t . We now specify how the mass throws o evolves. The following calculation shows that exp hX k ; gi is an F k -martingale (although it has an in nite moment under N x ), and follows by the Markov property and Lemma 2.3. N x (exp hX k ; gi j F k 1 ) = exp hX k 1 ; N (1 exp hX k ; gi) = exp hX k 1 ; gi: Thus we can de ne a consistent measureÑ x on the F k measurable sets bỹ N x ( k ) = N x ( k exp hX k ; gi): (4. 3) The extra factor prunes o mass that would otherwise get to @D k . Though we will not need it in the rest of the argument, the following is a justi cation for this interpretation of One thinks of mass being created continuously along the backbone, but only at countably many times will it actually survive, even instantaneously. At each such time, the mass created evolves like a superprocess with \law" someÑ y , and, if it survives long enough, produces a contribution to the exit measure. More properly, given the backbone k , we form a Poisson random measure N k (d ) with intensity The branching processes naturally partitions the jNj points in the following manner.
We eventually have n particles that exit the domain D. Group together those that have a common ancestor that exits D k . We will write k for the relationship that the resulting partition is . Proof. This will be established by induction on the size of j j. First (4.12) Line (4.8) follows from the strong Markov property for the branching process applied at the rst branch time, and the description of the branching process having independent o spring. The next line, (4.9) then follows from the induction hypothesis. The formula (2.2) for a conditioned u-processes gives line (4.10) and (4.11) follows since under E 4g the process is Brownian motion killed at rate 4g. Finally, (4.12) comes from (4.5).
By summing (4.6) over 2 P(N) we get Using the de nition of N from (4.4) we get that N x (exp hY k ; i) = M x (exp hX k ; i): 5 . Conditioning the support of the exit measure to hit n points on @D In this section we investigate the exit measure when it is conditioned to charge n small balls on the boundary of D. In the limit as the radius of the balls tends to 0, the conditioned process converges to one given by a martingale change of measure as in section 3.
Let N = f1; 2; : : :; ng and let fz i g i2N be a nite set of distinct points on the boundary 3) v (y) K 2 m D y ( (z; )): (5.6) Let (n; z) be the cone with opening 2 , vertex at z and axis of symmetry in then direction opening in then direction. Since D is Lipschitz we can nd an and a unit vector n such that (n; z) is an exterior cone to D. Let The last inequality is a consequence of (5.9).
-page 20 - preprint: August 28, 1998 -page 24 - preprint: August 28, 1998 As in (5.14), the rst term goes to 0. Therefore we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to the second term as before, and get by induction that lim sup We take g = 0. The backbone is a tree connecting y to the n points fz 1 ; : : :z n g, which throws o mass that evolves as an unconditioned superprocess. Proof. The idea is to use the special Markov property of the Exit measure to get a formal expression for the limit and then show that the convergence indeed holds. Set W C = exp ( 1) jCj hX k ; v C i 1, so that W C = ( 1) jCj jW C j. 
In the above, (5.18) Thus, we need to show that the following sorts of limits exist.
(5.24)
To that end, for xed k we note that for C 6 = N there exists a constant K < 1 for which 
where i is the number of times i appears in the fC k g. By Lemma 2.7, and the fact that x n e x K(e 2x 1) for x 0, this bound is in L 1 (N x ) and it decreases as ! 0. Thus we may apply the dominated convergence theorem to calculate limits like (5.24). The limit is 0 -page 26 - preprint: August 28, 1998 unless all the i = 1, so if fC i g j i=1 are distinct, nonempty and j i=1 C i = N, then
The formula for M N k follows immediately, using Lemma 3.4. What if, instead of using the excursion measure N y , we use the probability measure P , under which the superprocess X t has X 0 = ? In this case, one expects the form of the answer to change, as it is no longer necessary that the backbone originate with a single path. In genealogical terms, there may be more than one ancestor for the particles reaching the set fz 1 ; : : : ; z n g.
In fact, the argument of Theorem 5.6 still applies (assuming for simplicity that has compact support in D), so that for k 2 F k , We then have that
In other words, the backbone now consists of a branching forest, each tree of which has the same description as before, except that it targets a given subset of N. Note that the leading term u n is n-harmonic, in the sense that it is harmonic in each variable separately. Rather than trying to derive an analogue of Theorem 4.2 in this context, we simply note that there is an integral representation of the n-harmonic functions, in terms of products of the Martin kernel, of the form h(x 1 ; : : :; x j ) = Q j i=1 K D (x j ; z j ) (see 3]). Thus a transform by M k of the above form will typically be a superposition of transforms of the type arising in Theorem 5.6. See 6] or 25] for other connections between n-harmonic functions and conditionings.
6. Conditioning on the Brownian snake exiting at exactly n points If we designate n small balls on the boundary of D and this time condition the exit measure to charge each one, but not to charge the complement of their union, then the following formal calculations suggest a representation of the exit measures as before. The new process will again correspond to a branching process with immigration, however the immigrated mass is conditioned to die before reaching the boundary of D. The importance of this type of conditioning is that these conditionings should be minimal, in some sense, and so should correspond to points of some generalized 
Historical processes
In previous sections we have, for simplicity, avoided the use of historical processes, even though this would have given us better results. In this section we remedy this problem, and sketch how those earlier results can be strengthened.
We start by adding to the material of section 2. will be to take the calculation of the e k ( ) = exp hX k ; i under M x , and extend it to the h k 0 ( ).
To do so, we need to record versions of the Palm formulae in this context. A rst step towards doing so is to rede ne our underlying measures, allowing them to start from a path rather than a single point. If w is a path, and t 0, we let N w;t be the excursion measure of the Brownian snake, started from the stopped path w t (s) = w(s^t). In other words, under N w;t , we have that W 0 = w t and that the law of is that of a Brownian excursion above level t. Thus L u = 0 for u t, so that H k u = 0 for u t. Alternatively, we can obtain N w;t directly as the image of N w(t) under the mapping 7 !^ , wherê (s) = ( w(s); s t (s t); s > t: We write P w;t for the probability under which B s = w(s) for s t, and for which B t+ has the law of a Brownian motion started from w(t). For s < t, let N s;t (e k ( ); h k ( )) = exp Z t s du 4N B;u (1 e k ( )h k u ( )):
The basic Palm formula (2.3) then takes the form N w;t hX k ; ie k ( )h k t ( ) = E w;t (B k )N t; k (e k ( ); h k ( )) ; (7. 2) whenever k (w) > t. This may be proved as in Proposition 4.1 of 20], using the point of view of chapter 4 of 8].
Using (7.2) in place of (2.3), the following extended Palm formula may be proved, exactly as in Lemma 2.6. We now de ne a probability Q w;s under which t is a measure-valued process living on a branching tree. The tree starts as a single particle following w, but evolves as before following time s. In other words, t = w(t) for t s, and s+ has the same law under Q w;s as under Q w(s) . Of course, we actually need a historical version of this construction, so we let _ t be the atomic measure on path space, which gives unit mass to each path which is the history of an atom of t . In the notation of (4. Proof. The result to be shown is that if k (w) > s, then M w;s (e k ( )h k s ( )) = N w;s (e k ( )h k s ( )); where M w;s (e k ( )h k s ( )) = 1 v N (w(s)) N w;s (e k ( )h k s ( )M N k ): In fact, the argument proceeds exactly as before, with induction being used to prove a generalization of (4.6). The necessity of considering M w;s and N w;s , rather than just M x and N x , arises from the induction.
Similar arguments can be used to show that other measure equations, proved before simply for expectations of random variables e k , can be extended to arbitrary elements of F k . We leave the details to the interested reader.
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